


Accent plants
In order to complete the presentation of your bonsai an
appropriate companion planting, suiseki or figurine is often
utilized next to the tree.
Formal bonsai display requires study along with fine taste,
which is a lengthy topic. Rather than to attempt to cover the
theory, design and background of bonsai display, I’d like to
present a quick and easy solution: companion planting,
which may enhance the presentation of your bonsai for
your bonsai show.



Accent plants can make a good bonsai display great. Bright
accents can enliven a sombre display; subtle accents
can temper displays that are rife with colour. They are
the final element enlisted to enhance a display’s
balance.



Perennials are often used as companion plantings for bonsai.
There are almost an unlimited number of different perennial
species which are suitable for bonsai companion plantings.
Dwarf or low growing plants work best.



Often, when pot bound the foliage reduces in size and
is more delicate. Pot bound companion plantings
usually dry out quickly so keep many of them in a
shallow saucer of water during the summer, especially
dwarf Hosta's with large leaf areas.



Unlike bonsai, there are few rules governing proper use.
The primary guide to keep in mind is that accent plants must
be full.
Like skimpy trees, skimpy accents draw attention to what’s
missing, as accents are meant to complement and enhance
displays, they need to be full.



Seasonal accents are often appreciated. Fortunately,
because we tend to use accents that look good at exhibit
time, we’re more likely to pick appropriate accents rather
than inappropriate ones.



There are a few important rules about accent placement.
The greatest of these is direction.
Accents always complement a specific element of a
display. If that element is to the accent’s left, it better
point left.



While this isn’t an issue for evenly shaped accents, it
becomes very important for more directional
accents like the fern below.

Rabbit foot fern



First an appropriate container is selected. Generally shallow
containers with short feet are best for combining with
bonsai for display. A smaller size companion planting is
better than one which is larger. The choice of an unglazed
or coloured container depends on the bonsai container.



Personally, if the bonsai container is glazed, I’ll select an
unglazed companion pot.
If the bonsai container is unglazed a glazed companion pot
is used. Also, if the bonsai container is symmetrical (round,
square or equal-sided) an asymmetrical (rectangular or
oval) companion pot is used. Likewise combine
asymmetrical bonsai containers with symmetrical
companion plants. Many people like to use expensive
containers for companion plantings. However, when the
plants are fully grown, they often overhang the container
and sometimes the container cannot even be seen or
enjoyed.



Therefore, do not use high quality containers for
companion plantings and even used chipped or broken
pots when the result will be a full planting.



Accents can be displayed on a variety of items,
from stands to slabs to ceramics to bamboo.

The rule here is that the accent must not be
displayed on a stand more formal than the stand
for the bonsai it complements.

Which makes sense, unless the point is to highlight
the accent and downplay the bonsai – an unusual
case.



Slab with sedum accent. The slab could be a bit
bigger – or the accent smaller.

Quince slab



I’ve found that well planted accents
can look good for years with little

effort.
Other creations require more time and
effort. Well-planted accents can look
good right out of the gates. But if an

accent looks a bit skimpy, don’t
hesitate to try again next year – it

might be just right.



Accents can be a lot of fun. Visitors to bonsai exhibits have
likely seen junipers before. They’re less likely to have seen
these:

Swelling buds
















































